The Successful Single Mom Cooks!: 7 Ingredients Or Less, On Your Table In 20 Minutes (Volume 2)
Synopsis
The Successful Single Mom Cooks! Cookbook is for busy single moms who desire to put nutritious meals (that their kids will eat) on the table. These recipes do just that, with 7 ingredients or less, in 20 minutes or less!
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Customer Reviews
I don't know about you but many cook books lose me with the first few recipes. The Successful Single Mom Cooks is REAL. As a former single mom I know that I didn't have fancy ingredients in the cabinet nor was I going to go get them for my young daughters who may or may not eat the final product. At the same time, I wanted to deliver a healthy meal. This book is full of yummy, easy, real life options that require ingredients you're likely to have around the house!

If you are a single Mom (or Dad) and need help with fast, delicious meal ideas for your family, this is the cookbook for you! Great for those nights when you don't have time to even think about cooking. Get your copy now and try one tonight!
The recipes in this book are all very easy to make, taste great, and are pretty healthy too. As a single mom I need all three of these things. My boys liked all of the recipes as well.
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